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Music 	 Canzona per sonare No.2 
Giovannj Gabrieli 
"Canzona on a French Theme" 
Samuel Scheidt 
"Contrapunctus IX" 







from King Arthur 
Hewy Purcell 
"Overture to Cadmus ci Hermione" 
Jean Baptiste Lullp 
Pomp and Circumstance Marches' 
Edward Elgar 
	
Processional 	 Hildegard R. Hendrickson. PhD 
Grand Marshal 
Jack D. Mattingly, PhD 
Mace Bearer 
David W. Madsen, PhD 
Daniel B. Matlock, PhD 
Paul B. Milan, PhD 
Jane W. Peterson, PhD 
Thomas W. Taylor, PhD 
Assistant Marshals 
	
Convocation 	 Jerry A. Viscione, PhD 
Acting Provost 
	
National Anthem 	 Elizabeth Pear 
1982 Alumna 
	
Invocation 	 Jodi Olsen Kelly, MRE 
Associate Dean. Ma/leo Ricci Cb1ege 
Welcome John I). Eshelman, PM) 
Acting Prestdent 
Presentation of John D Eshelman, PhD 
	
Honorary Degrees 	 Acring President 
Jerry A. Viscione, PhD 
Acting Provost 
	
Recognition of 	 Donald M. Carmichael, LLM 
	
Professors Emeriti 	 Margaret M. 1-laggerty, PhD 
Rosario T. DeGracia, RNC 
Richard F. Sherburne, S....PhD 
Student Speaker Aimee Keuler 
BA, Albers School of' 
Business and Economics 
	
Presentation of 	 John D. Eshelman, PhD 
	
Degrees 	 Acting President 
Jerry A. Viscione, PhD 
Acting Provost 
Benediction 	 Stephen V. Sundborg S.J. 
President Designate 
Recessional 	 "My Spirit be Joyful" 
J.S. Each 
"Voluntary on Old 100th" 
Henry Purcell 
President's Award 	 Paula A. Lamb, 




On the occasion of your commencement in the 105tIi year in the histor\ of 
Seattle University. I want to express my congratulations To each and every member 
of the Class of 1997 . 
This commencement marks an important moment in your life. Today, when 
your name is called and you walk across the stage to receive your undergraduate. 
graduate, or doctoral degree, in one way or another YOU will also enier a new 
stage of your life. 
Your degree, evidence of your commitment to the pursuit of knowledge. 
represents a significant accomplishment. For many of you. I know your educational 
pourney at Seattle University has extended beyond the classroom and the campus 
boundaries. The many hours of volunteer service you have provided To individuals 
and organizations are symbolic of the values of your Jesuit education. 
This commencement marks a transition for the university as well as for each of 
you. On Jul y 1. Fr. Stephen Sundhorg. NJ. will become its twenty-first president and 
I will return to my post as provost. 
So, in a sense, todays ceremony also marks the beginning of a new era for 
Seattle University. I encourage you to continue your relationship with the 
university in the years ahead. 
I know that each member of the Seattle University community, the faculty, stall, 
and the more titan *0,000 graduates who have preceded you. wish you well as NoLl 
celebrate this i )iiiiuen('emeni and step 1110 a fle\s phase ol 	 ur Ilk' 
ereir. 
John D. Eshelman, PhI 
Acting President 
4 	 $1 1 0 *I$1( 8 f'"' 
Seattle University From humble beginnings 105 
years ago, Seattle University is 
now the largest independent 
institution in the Northwest. 
More than 6,000 students are 
enrolled in 49 undergraduate 
and 22 graduate programs, 
including a doctoral program 
in educational leadership. 
The 43-acre campus on 
'.'attle's First Hill has the 
itmosphere of a small college. 
leaching is the faculty's priority 
it Seattle University. Low 
student-to-faculty ratios and 
caring attitudes ensure that 
taculty members are readily 
available to students. 
As an institution of higher 
learning, Seattle University's 
)l)(ective and purpose include 
the discussion. interpretation.  
and transmission of knowledge, 
ideas and values. 
Under the auspices of 
the Society of Jesus. Seattle 
University supports Christian 
ideals and values. It affirms the 
belief in unity and totality of 
all human knowledge, whether 
experiential, speculative, or 
divinely revealed. As a commu-
nity inspired with the Spirit of 
Christ, the campus atmosphere 
encourages the development of 
an unbiased, liberated, and 
enlightened intelligence in its 
faculty and student body. 
One of 28 Jesuit colleges in 
the United States, Seattle Univer-
sity offers a broadly based 
academic program, including a 
strong liberal arts core curriculum 
that prepares stucic'nts for  
community service and personal 
fulfillment, as well as professional 
success. 
One of Seattle University's 
marks of distinction is the 
nations first graduate program in 
software engineering. The univer-
sity is also known for innovative 
undergraduate programs, such as 
the nation's first addiction studies 
program and the first undergradu-
ate program in environmental 
engineering in the Northwest. 
The true measure of the 
university's excellence is the 
success of our graduates. Seattle 
University's alumni includes 
distinguished individuals in 
business, public affairs, education, 
the performing arts, athletics, and 
other fields. 
The History of the Graduation 
Cap and Gown 
American academic costume 
(also relerred to as academic 
dress" or "regalia") had its 
origins in the ancient European 
universities. Apparently it was 
devised to distinguish academic 
persons such as doctor, lieenti-
ates, masters, and bachelors from 
other parts of the population. 
Gowns probably were a necessity 
because of unheated buildings, 
and hoods were needed to cover 
the heads of medieval scholars. 
Most universities issued strict 
regulations concerning the design 
and use of academic dress. 
As they were founded, Ameri-
can colleges and universities 
inevitably adopted the gown, 
hood, and cap from their 
European antecedents. Although 
some common standards and 
practices were observed, no 
uniform code or system existed 
until late in the 19th century. 
The principal features of 
academic dress are three: the 
gown the cap, and the hood. 
The flowing gown comes from 
the 12th century. It has become 
symbolic of the democracy of 
scholarship, for it completely 
covers any dress of rank or 
social standing underneath. 
It is black for all degrees, with 
pointed sleeves for the bachelor's 
degree; long, closed sleeves for 
the master's degree: and round, 
open sleeves for the doctorate 
degree. The gown worn for the 
bachelor's or master's degree has 
no trimmings. The gown for the 
doctoral degree is faced down 
the front with velvet and has 
three bars of velvet across the 
sleeves in the color distinctive 
of the faculty or discipline to 
which the degree pertains. 
The wearing of the cap was 
a privilege won by freed slaves 
in ancient Rome, and so the 
academic cap is a sign of the 
freedom of scholarship and the 
responsibility and dignity with  
which scholarship endows the 
wearer. Old poetry records the 
cap of scholarship as square to 
symbolize the book, although 
some authorities claim that the 
mortar board or cap is a symbol 
of the masons, a privileged guild. 
The color of the tassel on the cap 
denotes the discipline. 
Heraldically the hood is an 
inverted shield with one or 
more chevrons of a secondary 
color on the ground of the 
primary color of the college. 
The color of the facing of the 
hood denotes the discipline 
represented by the degree; the 
color of the lining of the hood 
designates the university from 
which the degree was granted. 
The length of the hood varies 
by academic degree. The hood 
for the doctoral degree is the 
only one with panels at the sides. 
HONORARY 
I )EGREES 
Hazel Wolf, PhD Hazel Wolf, your remarkable 
career as an organizer, advocate 
for social justice, and environmen- 
talist, is unique and unequaled. 
Born in 1898 in Victoria, British 
Columbia, you have resided 
in Seattle since 1923 and have 
been at the forefront of several 
movements to foster social 
change during pivotal points in 
our nations history. When the 
Great Depression pushed many to 
desperation and hopelessness, you 
organized and aided the poor and 
the unemployed. During the divi-
sive McCarthy Era, a time when 
your allegiance to this country 
was challenged, you worked 
tirelessly on behalf of others 
who chose to resist the excesses 
of McCarthyism. 
Thirty years ago, at an age 
when most choose leisure over 
leadership, you became a full-time 
volunteer organizer on behalf of 
the environment. You assumed 
the position as secretary for the 
Seattle Audubon Society. a post 
you still hold today. 
You have campaigned on 
behalf of old-growth forests, 
native salmon, wetlands, migratory 
birds, and clean air and water. 
You have championed the causes 
of Native Americans and served 
as the primary organizer of the 
first Native American-Environmen-
talist Conference in the Pacific 
Northwest. 
You are the co-founder and 
member of the hoard of the 
Community Coalition for Environ-
mental Justice, and also serve 
on the boards of the Anne Frank 
& Friends Coalition and Country 
Doctor. You have served as editor 
of Outdoors West magazine, as 
president of the Federation of 
Western Outdoor Clubs, and 
chair of the Audubon Publishing 
Committee. 
Through media interviews and 
presentations to school children. 
university students, and adults.  
you have educated individuals 
about environmental and social 
justice issues and inspired 
thousand.s to defend the earth 
and human rights. 
Among numerous awards 
you were named Conservationist 
of the Year by the National 
Audubon Society in 1985 and you 
received the Paul Beeson Peace 
Award from Washington Physi-
cians for Social Responsibility in 
1995 for your lifelong dedication 
to peace and the preservation of 
the environment. 
Therefore, in recognition of 
your philosophy on environmen-
talism and stewardship of the 
planet, based largely on the 
writings of Thiehard de Chardin, 
a Jesuit priest who believed that 
no animal will knowingly destroy 
its habitat, upon you at the age 
of 99, Hazel Wolf, Seattle 
University proudly confers the 
degree of doctor of humanities. 
honoris causa. 
Rhoady R. Lee Jr. 
and Jeanne Marie Lee 
Rhoady R. Lee Jr. and Jeanne 
Marie Lee, your lives as parents, 
community servants, and benefac-
tors epitomize the characteristic 
values of your Catholic faith and 
of Jesuit education. 
Jeanne Marie, you were born 
in Seattle, graduated from Holy 
Names Academy, and received 
a bachelor's degree from Seattle 
University. 
Rhoady, you were also born 
in Seattle, graduated from O'Dea 
High School. and received a 
bachelor's degree from Seattle 
University. You are currently 
the chairman and chief executive 
officer of Lakeside Industries. 
As you nurtured three sons 
and three daughters, you also 
served your community. Jeanne 
Marie, as a member of the Holy 
Names Academy Board of 
Trustees, you guided the school 
through a period of institutional 
uncertainty. 
Rhoady, you have previously 
served your alma mater as a 
member of the Board of Regents. 
the Alumni Board of Governors, 
and the Graduates Club. You 
have been a trustee since 1982. 
For your unceasing dedication to 
your alma mater, you were hon-
ored as the first University Alum-
nus of the Year in 1985. 
Your community service has 
included the Bob Hope Interna-
tional Heart Research Institute, 
the Bellevue Chamber of 
Commerce, and Forest Ridge 
School of the Sacred Heart. 
Together you chaired Seattle 
University's President's Club and 
the annual Gala that raises funds 
to Support scholarships for  
university students. In 1991 
the university recognized you 
both as Centennial Alumni 
Award recipients. 
Your generosity and vision 
helped the university build the 
Chapel of St. lgnatius, thus 
providing the university commu-
nity with a remarkable spiritual 
sanctuary and an architectural 
jewel for the campus and the 
community. 
Therefore, in grateful appre-
ciation and in recognition of 
your dedication to family, your 
community, and to Seattle Uni-
versity, upon you Jeanne Marie 
and Rhoady R. Lee Jr., Seattle 
University proudly confers the 
degree of doctor of humanities, 
honoris causa. 
Archbishop 
Thomas J. Murphy 
Most Reverend Thomas J. 
Murphy. native of Chicago, Arch-
bishop of Seattle, your leadership 
of the Catholic Church in Western 
Washington has been marked by 
a deep commitment to pastoral 
leadership, an abiding compassion 
for those in need, and a strong 
witness to the power of faith. 
Your enthusiastic care for the 
youth and young adults of this 
region has helped them to know 
how much they are loved and 
.dued by the church, and has 
lii Ilenged them to even greater 
'mmitment to their faith. 
Your active social concern 
I r the economically depressed. 
especially those adversely affected 
by reverses in the timber indus-
try, has given us hope and has 
helped us all to look again at the 
economic structures which affect 
our lives. 
Your consistent concern for 
the needs of culturally diverse 
communities and the gifts they 
bring to the universal Church 
has u'uly helped broaden our 
identity as the people of God. 
And your attention to the spiritual 
care of priests and for the sick 
and dying has truly reflected the 
compassion and love of Christ. 
Your interest in spiritual, theo-
logical and ministerial education 
and development has encouraged 
new forms of lay leadership 
throughout the archdiocese. 
Seattle University is especially 
grateful for your ongoing com-
mitment to our joint venture, 
the Institute for Catholic 
Theological Studies. 
Your recent struggle with 
serious illness has not only 
been a cause for our prayerful 
concern, but also a source of 
edification and grace. Your 
abiding faith in God, your deep 
prayerfulness and your complete 
trust in God's love and wisdom 
continues to be a source of 
inspiration and courage to us all. 
Therefore, in recognition of 
your outstanding pastoral leader-
ship, your unfailing compassion 
for those in need, and your 
courageous witness to the power 
of prayer and spirituality, upon 
you, Most Reverend Thomas J. 
Murphy, Seattle University 
proudly confers the degree 
of doctor of humanities, 
honoris causa. 
William J. Sullivan, S.J. On May 17 during commence-
ment ceremonies for the School 
of Law, William J. Sullivan, S.J., 
president emeritus, received an 
1-tonorary Degree of Doctor of 
Law. Reading from the citation, 
James E. Bond, dean, School of 
Law, citing Fr. Sullivan's bold dc-
cL.son to acquire the Law School 
said "Only one inspired by faith, 
hope, and love could have made 
such an unprecedented decision, 
fraught, as it was, with great risk 
Father Sullivan was inspired by 
faith, a faith that had called him 
as a young man to the education 
of others. Understanding that 
knowledge is both interdiscipli- 
nary and universal, that the dis-
cernment of truth is our proper 
end, and that the achievement of 
social justice must he our ulti-
mate goal, he realized that the 
study of law must therefore 
be an integral party of any com-
prehensive, humane education.' 
PRESIT)ENT'S 
AWARI) 
Paula A. Lamb Awarded to the graduating senior who has maintained the highest 





Lisa Cabulong Buenaventura 
Women of Color and Social 
Transformation. Wisdomkeepers. 
c'ultu re-Bearers, and Storytellers 
Connie L. Copeland 
Quality Assessment in 
Higher Education 
Dawn Rae Crow 
!fou' Oregon Rural School 
Counselors Compare the 
importance of Selected 
Counselors Responsibilities 
with i-lou' important They 
Believe the Counselors 
Responsibilities Should Be 
Barbara Danz Daniels 
career Path of Women of cu/or 
in the Ear/v childhood Education 
Profession. Successive Challenges 
Supports 
Sheldon Drogin 
An Appreciative inquiry 
Into Spiritual/tv and Work 
John Patrick Edwards 
P(VVPnOq)hiC Leaderihtp: The 
Role of the on-positional Leader 
Michael Eskridge 
77te Piney Woods Couniri 
L(fr School. A (1&se Study 
Janis Kay Flom 
The Effects of Psychotherapy 
in the Treatment of 
Psychogenic Seizures 
David A. Gould 
Leadership in Visual Teams 
Kristina Kjosnes Hayek 
Preparing Students for a Global 
Society. A COmprehensive Surve' 
if the Association of Western 
Washington international Student 
Affairs Members Regarding 
internationalization of Higher 
Education 
Mark Edward Hoppen 
Linking Home School to the 
rste1n.' Parent and Stajj 
tisfaction with an Alternatli 'e 
hoal Program for the I-loon'  
Ann Koiastnskl Perry 
Leading with S/all and .So/. ( .cou 
the l-.nneugram and the Brent 
I'ersonality Assessment System 
James Mackiln Postlewalte 
A f)escriptit'e Study of the Ve/o'urk 
Program at Willow Creek 
Community Church 
Elizabeth Reed-Torrence 
linking Decision Making in an 
Action Learning Organ zatlon 
I)unng a Peri<,d of C'ri.cis 
Ronnie Joseph Rohovit 
Pei-veiz.'ed Attitudinal Change 
oJ Visitors to a Zoological Park 
Linda Ann Whitehead 
111gb School Dropout in 
the .5,, rhurhan District 
RADTTATFS 
The Seattle University Humanities Honors Program was founded in 1958. The two-year program is an 
nistorically ordered, integrated study of the great thinkers of the Western world, designed to create and 
stimulate a broad appreciation and a critical awareness of human thought and achievement in the sociocul-
tural context. After completing the Honors Program, students pursue degree requirements in a specific major. 
The 1997 degree candidates who completed the Honors Program are: 
Fnn A. Brandenburg 
Fog/is b/Philosophy 
\l,irk Brian Comnick 
Iliulog,y 
\eena Rai Kishori Dutta 
English 
Kevin Joseph Gertz 
Psi'cholog,y/English 
I.', on K. 1-lerink 
English/Psychology 
Brian Lee Huntington 
Computer Science/English 
Bernard Francis Foeller Koontz 
Political Science/History 
Victoria Marie Kwiatkowski 
History/English 
Peter Anthony Le Piane 
Phi/osopbv 
Anastasia Marie Pharris-Ciurej 
Sociology/Philosophy 
Amy Janette Sarsfield 
English 
Sandra Lynn Sather 
Philosophy/History 
Michelle Renné Stephens 
Foreign Language (Spanish 
Sarah Caroline Ullrich 
Sociology 
Kristine Marie Ward 
History/Philosophy 
Matthew Oliver White 
Philosophy 
Jim Marshall Whiting 
English 




Edu'ard J. Jennerich, PhD, Dean and Associate 
Provost for Academic Administration 
SCHOOL OF 
EDUCATION 
Sue A. Schmitt, EdD, Dean 
St. Ignatlus of Loyola Teacher Education Award 
Recipients 
.%iolly Marare( Harnish 
Margol Wood Owen 
David Alan Peters 
Presented annually to the outstanding graduating student or students in the School of Education 
Teacher Education Program. Selection is based on academic achievement, excellence in student 
teaching, evidence of commitment to teaching, and evidence of leadership. 
Doctor of Education Lisa Cahulong Buenaventura 
Connie L. Copeland 
Dawn Rae Crow 
Barbara Danz Daniels 
Shelley Drogin 
John Patrick Edwards 
Michael Eskridge James Macklin Postlewaite 
Jams Kay Flom Elizabeth Reed-Torrence 
David A. Gould Ronnie Joseph Rohovit 
Knstina Kjosnes Hayek Linda Ann Whitehead 
Mark Edward Hoppen 
Ann Kolasinski Peny 
Educational 
Specialist 
Dana Georgia Ann F.ssensa 
Erin Lynne Granan 
Iris Audley-Hardin 
Susan L. Jarrett 
Vijaya Chandrasekhar Kumar 
Terrence James Menage 
James Stephen Sullivan Jr. 
Gordon L. Wallace 
Master in Teaching Melissa D.K. Aaron 
Marc Douglas Shee Anderson 
Karli Hess Atwell 
Rebecca Sharon Hulscher Awuah 
Megan E. Ayrault 
Adrina M. Bacon 
Ronald Frank Bacon 
Angeline Michelle Baeyen 
Steve Barlow 
Sara Ann Beckerman 
Robert Louis Blair 
Jennifer Lorene Blix 
Mark Allan Blomquist 
Allison Lillian Brase 
Alan Pollock Bruns 
Leslie Erin Burk 
Angela Jean Busick 
Jennifer Monica Ching 
Amy French Chisman 
Serena Janis Chu 
Judy Chooyeon Chun 
Susan Elizabeth Clauson 
Anne K. Coxon 
Anne Marie Culver 
Kristen Ann Daughters 
Gaynelle Burdette Derr 
Heather Appell Desruond 
John Gerald Donaghy 
Cheri L. Dracobly 
Tracey Erin Drum 
Katherine A. Dum 
Michele Marie Eastly 
Susan Marie Elliott 
Jennifer Pierce Evans 
Larry W. Ferguson 
Theresa M. Fox 
Ruth E. Gavino 
Amy Elizabeth Groncznack 
Laura Anastasia Gumnick 
Cars Lee Haney 
Heidi Ann Harder 
Molly Margaret Harnish 
Kelly Dawn Henderson 
Jeremy Elias Higgins 
Rita J. Hulsman 
- 
Master in Teaching 
Master of Counseling 
Janet B. Jarvis 
Lucy Christina Kalotay 
Patrick Francis Kennedy 
John T. King 
Stephen Edward Kingsford-Srnith 
Jill Diane Kirshner 
Vincent Kovar 
Kristina M. Kurle 
Jennifer Laackman 
Julie Ann Lemons 
Kathy Man Chen Lew 
Amy Elizabeth Lotzkar 
Cynthia Lynn Martinez 
Angela Elise Matteri 
Andree Lyn McGuire 
Kimberly Anne Mendez 
Aaron David Mermeistein 
kudra R. Middleton 
Jeff Clark Munroc 
Timothy Arthur Bernhardt 
William C. Booth 
Rebecca A. Hunting 
Lisa Beth Kaufman 
l)ana Camille Lamon 
Timothy John Albert 
Deborah K. Carpenter 
Kathleen Helen Cartee 
Kimberly L. Chavis 
Bryan Bernard Chee 
Mary Lou DeLigio 
Ruthann B. Duffy 
Marci Lynette Ellsworth 
Robin Diane Etheridge 
Cynthia M. Fulton 
Malcolm Philbin Grothe 
Stacev Anne Harnev 
Elizabeth Jean Murrell 
Carrie Susan Niebanck 
Kyle Y. Okada 
Rodney W. Olsen 
Lauren Kristina Org 
Margot Wood Owen 
Penny Elizabeth Pagels 
Bruce John Patt 
Merritt Pere 
John Richard Perrone 
David Alan Peters 
Sheryl Lee Plush 
Jason L. Porter 
Katherine Ravenscroft 
Elizabeth Brinkley Rosane 
Jennifer Margrethe Savage 
Amy Theresa Schacht 
Valerie Jill Schur 
Pamela Jean Schwartz 
Karen R. Linder 
Dianne Mallory-Reynolds 
Rita Rena Metcalf-Gray 
Cynthia Ann Mix 
Eileen Carol Peterson 
Cynthia Marie Howard 
Malik Mohammed lsmail 
Brian Anthony Jeifries 
Allen Brent Jones 
Corey Thomas Kjolso 
Jihye Lee 
Marianne Levan 
Stacey A. Lillich 
Mary Michelle Lloyd 
Malls Beth McCool 
John Steven Moore 
BoLIehra Motittahid 
Joshua Cambrin Searle 
Rachel Elizabeth Secaur 
Traci Ann Shibuya 
Marcy Anne Sjodin 
Robert John Slabodnik 
Elizabeth Grace Stephenson 
Karl Stock 
Derrick Lamar Stroud 
Jennifer Jeanne Sweigert 
Stephanie Paige Thom 
Susan Eileen Toth 
Jolie Dawn Tracy 
Nicole Renae Turner 
Sigrid Karoline Weihe 
David Michael Wellman 
Anca S. Lupsa Wilson 
Janet M. Wilson 
Sarah Lynn Wong 
Lisa lone Zoesch 
Diane Ma Pixley 
Nicholas M. Reid 
Gary D. Weiss 
Deborah D. White 
Bonnie L. Mudge 
Kimberly S. Petersen 
Barbara Raymond 
Christina D. Richardson 
Sheri Lynn Rock 
Hollie Lynn Seihert 
Barbara Lela Silas 
Jennifer Catherine Martin Simonds 
Anna Patricia Smith 
Elissa A. Stachelek 
Neal Stiffelman 
Sheila A Walton 
Master of Arts 
in Education 
Master of Education Marilvnn Brown Abrahamson 
Anial Elizabeth Al Faiz 
Thressa Mildred Aiston 
Janice Hadley Anderson 
l.e.slie P. Anderson 
Kelly Neil Andrews 
Julie Wyman Barrett 
Erica Lynn Barton 
Jeffrey Blair 
Cathryn D'Ann Boness 
Allana Joy Boume 
Elizabeth Wheatley Broughton 
Michelle L. Burkey 
Ronald H. Burr 
Christa Andrea Caputa 
Gayle Michelle Carroll 
Emilie Ann Coates-White 
Eric Carleton Davis 
Robert Alan Denton 
cynthia Gai l.indsev Evans 
Erin Kathleen Farley 
Danielle Marie Flanagan 
John Hamilton Fuller 
Wendy M. Shaw Fuller 
Kathleen Ruth Gorney 
Elizabeth Kathryn Grant 
Susan Darcy Greeley 
Billie-Raye Harken 
Dorothy L. Hay 
Kathleen S. Hill 
Christina Tomoko Hirayama 
Linda Jean Johnston 
Michele Elaine Kimble 
Meredyth Anne Klotz 
Ludmela Konshin 
Viaya Chandrasekhar Kumar 
D. Rebecca Levison 
Ma. Concepcion Perez Lindgren 
Katharine Long 
Kristina Rae longstreth 
Lu Kuan-Me, 
Brigitte K. Manns 
Julienne Marie Manois 
Richard Lewis Mattocks 
Sandra L. McCloud 
Myrna Bigno Muto 
Gregory Scott Myers 
Bernadette O'Mahony 
Michelle Rose Panicola 
Patrice Rose Plummer 
Ann Marie Reeves 
Kevin W. Reimer 
Leslie Ann Riley 
Carol Marie RobI 
Joe Nathan Rogers 
Guadalupe V. Schmitz 
Scott Powell Seaman 
Connie Susan Seeley 
Master of Education 
	 Bonnie J. Sherman Barbara Hahelt Swann Carey-Lynn Welch 
I 	 Chi-Ting Shih Anna Marie Tavener Kay Randis Westinghouse 
Kirsten Jean Smith Ming-Huei Tseng Deborah D. White 
Stuart Joseph Smith Sarah E. Vaughn Renee Lynn Wiedmeier 
Keri L. Spelhaug Matthew Berg Ward Rhonda Ann Wilkenson 
Mary Ann Sporman Deborah Anne Watson 
COLLEGE OF ARTS 
AND SCIENCES 
Reverend Stephen C. Rowan, 
PhD, Dean 
Master of Arts in Psychology 	 Rebecca A. Beddall Karen irwin Halsey Marcy Ann Stafford 
Phoukham Kelly Bounkeua Miwako Igarashi Claire Janeway Steele 
Susan Elin Brumberg Cassandra A. Long Edward S Tucker, Jr. 
Jaime Carter-Seibert Eileen M .Michel Robert Allan Westerberg 
Edward Miller Farmer Josephine L. Rosner Debra Ann Wimer 
Mary Burdene Gaterud lill Diane Schwarz Anne Marie Windsor 
SCHOOL OF SCIENCE 
AND ENGINEERING 
Kathleen Mai1er, PhD, Dean 
Master of Software 	 William Edward Alford Hyo-Chan Lee Martha Elizabeth Rost 
Engineering 	 Ahhijit Bagal Michael D. Logan Bassam A. Saliba 
Stephen R. Bement Loren Gui Loiseau Patrick Joseph Dinio Santos 
Phillip R. Cooper Robert Joseph Loughry Mark Christian Schueler 
.lahanshah Darvish Michael Paul Mahan Michelle C. Sellars 
Sherri S. Divine Kathleen Marie May Young-Ran Lee Srein 
Jon Mark Elslip Vernon E. McKim Jr. Kam Charn (Steve) Suen 
Donald Walter Hensey Russell Moul Bernardo D. Sulla 
Elizabeth Irene Hood Phuoc Huu Nguyen John Robert Weiss 
Michael Fred Koenig Jim R. Nun James A. Wright 
Linda K. Koontz Pamela J. Odden 
Kevin James Kutzera Thomas J. Penrod 
Tani To Lam David F. Randolph 
ALBERS SCHOOL OF 
BUSINESS AND 
ECONOMICS 
C. Frederick DeKay, PhD, 
Acting Dean 
Master of Business 
Administration 
Michelle D. Albert 
Brook Austin Anderson 
Theresa Marie Andres 
Eduardo Porciuncula Arellano 
Arash Azadegan 
Ayman S.M. Basmaih 
Katherina Leonne Batie 
Bhuvanart Bhuvanattrai 
Brian L. Bilanski 
Gregory R. Bischak 
Isabel M Bradley 
Kathi J. Brandstetter 
Brenda Rae Browne 
Michael D. Bucy 
Sirikiat Bunworaset 
Ronald Wayne Burroughs Jr. 
Thomas Calandranis 
Chad Eric Cape 
James William Carter Jr. 
Dennis W. Chenault 
James Richard Chesemore 
Anny Chianchitlert 
Steven A. Chisholm 
Peter Pou-Sou Chiu 
Christopher Shin Choi 
Janet Lynne Creel 
Andrew Phillip Cummings 
Michele Marie D'Aniour 
Brian Lawrence Dalpez 
Jill K. Dancey 
Christopher L. Daniel 
Jennifer E. Deger 
Robert Alan Denesen 
Elizabeth de Leeuw 
Robert F. DiRamio 
lames Michael Dodd 
Bruce John Donham 
Steven Ernst Duenkel 
Scott Thomas Dunn-Benson 
James C. Erlewine 
Edward Evatt Jr. 
Joseph B. Ewing 
Colleen I. Farrell 
Phillip Michael Folkertsma 
Kurt B. Freitag 
Jeffrey August Fry 
Joseph A. Geck 
James Richardson Gemperle 
Michael Gilroy 
Terry Alan Granillo 
Benjamin A. Grossman 
Laszlo Gulyas 
Rhonna Alexandria Hackney 
John Allen Hamilton 
Lynn Rhea Hammond IV 
Mia Hiasinia Hardjasatya 
Gerald Thomas Hayes Jr. 
Timothy Stuart Hicks 
John Joseph Hines 
Annick Claire Hollingsworth 
John Eric HoIm 
Hassan Honari  
Jeffrey Clay Howlett 
Linda Hsin-Yu Hsu 
Connie Durand Hughes 
William Paul Jandl 
Eric Todd Johnson 
Christina Susa Jones 
Johnson Juanda 
Karlene Michelle Kaiser 
F. Marsh Kellegrew 
Sara Anne Kenny 
Michael Scott Kerlee 
Robert Jamieson Kerr 
David K. Kino 
Lisa Marie Klumpp 
Bonita Lynn Kroon 
Moneka Anne Krouse 
Stanley A. Kulsa Ill 
Paul Edwards Lambert 
Mark Lonsdale Langley 
Namhan Thi Le 
Christine I)ione Leapley 
Cristina Cuerdo Ledesma 
Anthony B. Lee 
Robert Edmond Lee 
James Patrick Letcher 
Eric Chung-Hong Li 
Jean Jin-Kin Lim 
Jane Louise Liskutin 
Juthathip Lohavanichbutr 
Lynn M. Lovato 
D. Drew MacLean 
Maureen P. Mahoney 
William Allen Main 
Philip Ray Marcus 
David James Marley 
Susan M. Mathews 
Robert J. Mathewson 
Thomas E. Matthes 
Susan R. Matthews 
David Maxwell 
Timothy Allan McDonnell 
Jeffrey Matthew McGarvey 
Patrick 0. McGuinness 
Wossen Mengiste 
Fredrick Thomas Mertens 
Pamela Ann Meyer 
Andrea Lee Miller 
Bradley Eugene Miller 
Christine Rose Miller 
Elizabeth Mane Molitor 
Brenda I. Morris 
Carey Brent Mossop 
Gerry D. Murphy 
Phillip Trong Nguyen 
Lisa Weber Nolte 
Michael Richard O'Brien 
Michelle Annette O'Neal 
Maria Alexandria Boyd Paddock 
Steven A. Paige 
Paula Irene Parker 
George Peppes 
Marlis I. Petersen Spawn  
Daniel Wayne Pirtle 
Tern Kalervo Pitkaii 
Patrick James Porter 
Kathleen June Prom 
John David Quiglev 
Cathy Quirk 
Jerome Patrick Raftis 
Sydney Craig Randcll 
Worarat Ratanavanich 
Daniel Lewis Reddick 
Tim Reis 
Richard Anton Rciscr 
Robert G. Reitz 
James M. Ridgesa 
Michael Dean Ridgcwa 
Julia J. Robinson 
Janis Rocens 
Cheryl Ann Rohioft 
Michele Deborah Rc,se 
Bridget M. Mumey Sargent 
Yuli Kartika Sasmitra 
Scott Michael Sauer 
Monika Save 
Michael R. Schneider 
Steven Paul Schreck 
Amanda Anthony Schuster 
Kristine Kay Short 
Gregory Jay Sinn 
Jane Ann Sizemore 
Norman Richal Smith 
Tadporn Sodsatit 
Ritch P. Steffensmeier 
Susan C.W. Stolle 
Raymund Llamas Suarez 
Randall Pendleton Suite 
Stuart A. Summers 
Chin Sutheesophon 
Michelle Georgie Tan 
Kawin Taranaphaihoon 
Budi Hartanto Taruno 
Caroline Tedja 
Catherine Elaine Turner 
Thanaid Uraiwong 
Michael Eugene Wagner 
Hsien-Dee Wang 
Wendy Leigh Warren 
Eva Yang Wasielewsk I 
Charles F. Weidenhacli 
Jill J. Wendland 
Diane I. Whitelev 
Rachelle Rafer Whitman 
Henny Wijaksono 
Amy Lynn Willis 
Jeffrey Siu-Hung Wong 
Reginald Keith Wren 
Mika Yarnamura 
Huei-Ju Yang 
John K.K. Yeung 
Peter Tadao Yoshimoto 
Jason Charles Zoolakis 
Master of Arts in Applied Adey Abate 	 Janet Kay Fogle 	 Brett Avery Weston 
	
Economics Roy Jerome Brown 
	 Darren L. Mckenzie 	 Grace Slier Yee Wong 
	
Suzann Ilene Daley 
	 Barry Michael Stein 
Master of International 
Business 




Loretta Jancoski, PhD, Dean 
Rick B. Baggette 
Eng-On Chaipromprasith 
Steven Owen Gamman 
David S. Anson Jr. 
Robert A. Arnold 
Henry S. Burden 
Philip B. Case 
Chiat-Ming 
Craig Paul Cooley 
Lisa Katharine Copeland 
L. Alan Davis 
Frederick Scott Heimberger 
Gary Allen Hoff 
Oka Kencanawati 
Suwat Jirakraisri 
Christopher S. Kennedy 
Jong Uck Kim 
Jeanette Jiangtao Liao 
Benjamin Kok Hiong Lim 
Susan Diane Metcalf 
Mary Beth Parsons 
Michael R. Penn 
Peter Anthony Rackers 
Christopher Malloy Roske 
Steven Loren Rude 
Brent Edward Rutherford 
Gavin Jason Sebastian 
Thongchai Srivardhana 
Frederick Yee Choong Pang 
Kayo Yamazakj 
Mark D. Steen 





Lewis D. Thorson 
Jirapa Wannathepsakul 
Wirawan 
David Wayne Young 
Dr. Leo Stanford Leadership Award 
Recipieist 
Diane Frances McQuiston 
Awarded to an outstanding student in the School of Theology and Ministry who closely realizes the 
STM vision: ministers who are compassionate and competent, inclusive and courageous, rooted in 
the Gospels, and able to translate Chnstian theology into ministry. The award honors the memory of 
Dr. Leo P. Stanford, founding director of the Institute for Theological Studies. Dr. Stanford pioneered 
a vision for lay ministry within the church that became a model for other lay ministry programs in the 
United States. In this model students learn to integrate academic theology, pastoral skill training, and 
spiritual formation leading toward personal and global transformation. 
Master of Divinity James C. Fans 
Diana Lyn Miller 
Master of Pastoral Ministry James Patrick Mischler-Philhin 
Master of Arts in Thomas Anthony Albano 
Pastoral Studies Gregory Keith Alex 
John Farrell Bamman 
Betty Jeanne Bender 
Steven H. Billeau 
John Page Blakemore 
Peggy Susan Borkowski 
Judith Ann Boyle 
Kenneth Joseph Bracke 
Suzan Newbill Conrad 
Gary Lynn Coykendall 
Mary Christina Engley 
Mary Ellen Gilberg 
Jennifer Julian Pratt 
Mary Elizabeth Santi 
Edward Charles Jackson 
Karen Louise Larkins 
R. Skipper Larson 
Dorothy Mae 
Kathleen Marie McCann 
Diane L. McCleave 
Bernadette Moran 
Kristen Rene Moss 
Teresa A. Mullen 
Patricia Opitz 
Mary Catherine Potter 
Mary Margaret Retallick 
Flavia C,ierjn Roach 
Francis L. Roach 
Richard Frederic Rose 
Diane C. Roza 
Catharine Marie Shannon 
Margaret Shield 
Mary Lou Spence 
Dede Streeter-Beckner 
Alice Gordon Vorbach 
Troy Faith Ward 
Benedict J. Weisse 
Ernestine M. Whittemore 
Master of Religious Education Lawrence Stanley Robert Shepherd 
Master of Theological Studies Sr. Baybeth Marie K. Andaya, 	 Gerard Gihles AN tc 
Carm. O.L. 	 Luciann MacDon.Id 
Master of Arts in Transforming Gloria Terri Gaffney 
	 Michael Glenn Mjin 
Spirituality 	 Lori Ellen Grande 	 Diane Frances Mc()uist ii 
1 \-LI1' 1 'IF 01" 
PLBLIC SER\'ICE 
John N. Collins, PhD, Director 
Master of Public 
Administration 




I)onn A. Bennice 




Roddrick Aaron Colvin 
Barrett Evan David 
Katherine Costina Erfe 
Rosalee Jean Fruehling 
Sandra L. Gallagher-Christian 
Christy Ellen Gunvalsen 
Kelly Ronette Guy 
Nolvipa Hahanananda 
jan Louise l-lc,llenhcck 
Reiko Asano 
l'aul R. Beaudet 
Susan Alexander Bond 
Maureen P. Brotherton 
Marcy K. Brown 
F. Dennis Christiani. D.D.S 
(eoffrey Corbin-Knight 
Rarbara Courtney 
Elaine Agulto mba 
Lynda Ann Kagele 
Debora Marie Kunka 
Rosemarie M. Lahonite 
Stacey Anne Lamirand 
Busha Lapangkura 
Susan G. Lee 
Emogene Hewlett Lewis 
Sherman D. Lohn 
Enrico Simeon Mayuga 
Paula Jean McArdle 
Patrick Vinson Meade 
Leslie Plucker Miniken 
Darcy Scurry Minter 
Stephanie A. Moves 
Tomoko Omori 
Gary L Geddes 
Kathleen E. Good 
Turelane L. Jackson 
Jane C. Kuechle 
Anson Hugh Laytner 
Nancy Buckingham McKenney 
Carl Lee Parker 
Greggorv SLeen Pilgreen 
Michtle 0. Parauc 
Shelly L. Holmes Parrkh 
Voralak Pipornpong 
Karen Marie Porterfield 
Maria L. Prendergast 
Maria C. Ratcliff 
Supamas Rattanavipas 
Wilbert C. Rideout Jr 
Joseph Robert Romain 
Louise Madeleine Ryan 
Peter J. Stackpole 
John Edmond Triervcicr 
Nuannang Tulyathorn 
Patrick Okezie Udenyi 
la nesha Rosi na Van Leuven 
law ra 'Xill a ma Rchrmann 
Lisa Fay Rennic 
Wendy L. Rude 
Marie Magdalene Sauter 
Joan Dee Sharp 
Catherine Ann Walden 
Luana K. Welch 
Thomas F. Welsh Ill 
C1 TOOL OF 
\ URSING 
Luth M. Tenorlo, PhD, Dean 
Master of Science in Nursing 	 Relugia Salazar Botello 	 Mary Catherine Han 
Aurora Pauline Brandvold 	 Yvonne Anita Herrera-Eichler 
Celestina Maria Flores Cruz 	 James Arthur lhiinziker 
Karen la)rec Gs'ilvm 	 Kithv I \Iann 
Lynn Rainwater Davidson 
George Robert Sharpe 
Stephanie Anita Thomas-Murphy 
"ge Ot ArL 
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College of Arts and Sciences 
Reverend Stephen C. Rowan. PhD, J)ean 
Richard P. Hickey Award 
Recipient 
Katherine E. .4nselmo 
Awarded to the outstanding student in the College of Arts and Sciences. Selection is based upon 
the students total contribution to academic life and is made by the department chairs and program 
directors of the college. The award honors the memory of Dr. Richard P. Hickey, professor of 
English, a beloved and respected teacher at the university from 1947 until his death in 1968 
Bachelor of Arts Michael Thomas Adamucci Erin Jaye Beverly 
Aditya Yessy Aryani Mick Anthony Brackle 
Carrie Lynn Akerstrom Erin A. Brandenburg 
Gum Laude Mana Gum Lau4. 
Andrea Marie Albenesius Patrick Michael Brennan 
William Kurt Albert Andrew D. Brinkwoj
-th 
Antoinette Marie Alexander Magna Gum Laude 
Gum l.auäe Benjamin Timothy Brooks 
Michael James Allende Gum Laude 
Jill Anne Allison 
	
-. Brooke Bergêre Brown 
Lee Christine M-L Altavas Shari A. Brown 
iude Elizabeth Anne Brownell 
\ladonna Datu Ancheta Magna Gum Laude 
I eri R. Anderson Kathryn D. Brugman 
Lucius Archibald David Andrew iv Randolph Reese Bruhl 
Katherine E. Anselnio Darin Jon Bunch 
u,mma (urn Laisde Zoe Butler 
l.eeManie Aulani Armstrong Magna Gum Laude 
(urn t.aude Jeffrey Joseph Cain 
Teresa Marie Ashley Magna Gum Laude 
ifagna Gum Laude Maureen Camille Campbell 
Metrav Aviram Patrick McMurrav Cant 
(um Laude 
Russell Thomas Carr 
Charles Arthur Balch Jr. Heidi A. Carslay 
Constance Lynn Banas Magna Gum Laude 
Maile Ann Barcia Tiffany Ann Carter-Eldred 
Cism Laude 
Roberta Castoranj 
Leah Ann Barkhurst Madonna Kay Caulfield Magna Gum Laude 
Sarah Jane Bates Carmen Anne Chernoff 
 
Ryan Campbell Bayne Andrew Shu Yun Chin 




Rachel Renee Beckman Shannon Y. Chu 
Lori Ann Benavides Timothy T Clemen Summa Gum Laude 
Gum Laude 
Shonda M. Bench 
Nancy L. Cole 
laras Christopher Michael Bender Magna Gum Laude 
Parnczpaiin5 in cen nani. aiihouI' MarIa Beth Bentley 
L'(fIt?fl.H/(i t 
 
Jeanine Marie Collard 
Magna Gum Laisde 
Diane E. Collins 
Laura Lyne Coombs 
Leilaloida Gumayagay Corpuz 
Fiona Allison Crinks 
Emily Elizabeth Crone 
Summa Gum Laude 
Lynn Theresse Cunningham 
Cnn, Laude 
Megan Elizabeth Curry 
Margaret Tully Czeisler 
Gum Laude 
Elizabeth Helen Dailey 
Joseph Derek D'Amhrosio 
Michelle Elaine Daugherty 
Gum Laude 
Kristin Noel Decker 
Leilani Marie De Jong 
Magna Gum Laude 
Raymund Bolaño Dela Cruz 
Rowland Clark Dennis 
Meagan P. Derby 
lolanda D'Ambrosjo Dc Ruiter 
Lydia Lanette Dews 
Rhonda M. Dietrich 
Magna Gum Laud, 
Risa Lynn Glinoga Dimaunahan 
Magna Gum Laude 
Vade Spencer Donaldson 
Elizabeth Suzanne Dornay 
Gum Laud, 
Cynthia Lynn Dortero — 
John L. Dougherty 
Matthew Kanoa Doyle 
Deanna Marie Dusbabek 
Neena Rai Kishori Dutta 
Kristin Michelle Eagan 
Bachelor of Arts 
- /l,,-m' aaiaurate kzrm, uuurdl 
- - f'flfl,CIfufW?Q in cc'remiPi 1 n1thii.til. 
Katie A. Eggers 
Frank Manibusan Eliptico 
Summa Gum Laude 
Jamie Lynne Enderby 
Timothy Brian Engle 
Matthew David Esget 
MaRna Gum laude 
Kristen Elizabeth Eyman 
Dionna Elizabeth Faherty 
Sum ma Gum Laude 
Jason Lee Falk 
Katherine J. Ferguson 
Francesco Alberto Ferraro 
David John Fierce 
Summa Gum Laude 
James P. Figueroa Jr. ' 
Craig Nathan Fischer 
(urn Laude 
Patrick Michael Fitzgerald 
Kathleen Rose Foley 
Magma Gum Laude 
Julianne Jenghua Fong 
Patrick L. Frank 
Gum Laude 
Taryn Courtney Fuchs 
Dexter Bolano Fullo 
Madonna Ventura Garvida 
Kevin Joseph Gertz - __ 
Delilah Mahalia Gervais 
Kevin Joseph Gleason 
James Johnathan Goforth 
Jennylee Gonyer-Donohue 
Summa Gum Laude 
Ayanna Sook Grandbeny 
Tanya Lynn Gray 
Craig Anthony Green 
Catherine E. Gruber 
Andrea Michelle Hafferty 
Christine Monique Halpin 
Audrey Irene Hamlin 
Tammy Lynn Hamshaw 
Brent Allen Hansen 
Richard A. Hanson 
Robert Benjamin Harnetiaux 
Heidi Jayne Heineman 
Lynn K. Herink 
Julie Eileen Hiemen 
LoriAnn L. Hinkel 
Emi Hirasawa 
Magma Gum Laude 
Letitia J.C. Hodgkinson 
Seth M.W. Hudson 
Gum Laude 
Kathryn Elizabeth Hunt 
Brian Lee Huntington - 
Magma Gum Laude 
Toshiyuki Inuyama 
Brenda D. lsaia 
Isao Ishigaki 
Jonathan Minoru Ishii 
Jessie Marie Hawkin Israel 
Shirley Diann Jacobs-Goodman 
Krisine Johnson 
Teresa Grace Johnston 
Magma Gum Laude 
Michele Caroline Jones 
Teresa A. Jones 
Cum Laude 
Annamarie Jordan 
Jolene Anne Joyce 
Shea Jarlath Judd-Hume 
Angela C. Kam 






Allison Marie Kemmis 
Mitsuhiro Kimura 
Taichi Kitamura 
Bernard Francis Foeller Koontz 
Magna Gum Laude 
Elisabeth Koren 
Magma Gum Laude 
Megan Lynn Kosanke 
Kiyotaka Kumaido 
Stephanie Michele Kurosu 
Victoria Marie Kwiatkowski 
Magna Gum Laude 
Heidi René LaCourse 
Dinah Jean Ladd 
Rami Lahyani 
Jenny My Lai 
Ingrid C. Landerth 
Anne-Marie La Porte 
Summa Cum Laude 
Suzanne Marie Large 
Surnma Gum I.aude 
John Richard Lana 
Kristi J. Larson-Low 
Magma Gum Laude 
Jenifer-Joan Lauren 
Lee Daniel Lazzara 
Cum Laude 
Alisa Beth Leavitt 
Ju-Chuan Rebecca Lee 
Sang Sun Cindy Lee 
Debbie Lynn Lehtinen 
Alen Lemajic . 11- 
Jennifer Patricia Le May 
Melissa Lynn LePiane 
Gum Laude 
Peter Anthony Le Piane 
Magma Gum Lauci.e 
John Christopher Lesourd 
Danny Chai Sac Leung 
Carla Helene Litto 
Gum Laude 
Marjorie Elaine Lorenz 
Magma Gum Laude 
Erin Elizabeth Lovette 
Phi V. Ly 
Hillary Lauren Lyons 
Samuel Wilson Magnuson 
Carol E. Makela 
Summa (.um Lautle  
Colette Louise Mampel 
Agerico Arvin D. Manahan 
Vanthong Manic anh 
Erin M. Marsh 
Cum Laude 
Heather Brooke Martin 
Gum Laude 
Lisa Marie Martin 
Lois Jean Masengaic 
Troy Robert Mathern 
Mindy Marie Maxwell 
Therese Ellen Mayer 
Nicole Marie Mazzola 
Bridget Colleen McColluni 
Magma Gum Laude 
Siobhan Marie McCollum 
Jennifer Leigh McDermont 
Douglas Joe McKenzie 
Gum Laud.e 
Nancy Lynne McWhirier 
Kersten J. Meder 
Kelvin John Miskimens 
Magma Gum Laude 
Yaeko Mizuochi 
Francis Henry Molitor 
Thomas MacReed Moore 
Moya Golden Morgan 
Veronica Anne Naughton 
Jennifer Sue Nein 
Stacey Lou Nelson 
Thomas Neth T 
Marie Annette Nizich 





Sarah L. Ohison 
Mayu Ohyama 
Knistine Marie 011iver 
Abraham Rawley Otoupal 
Ryan David Packard 
Susan Palmer 
Gum J.aude 
Jennifer Kay Pargas 
Vivian C. Park ?' 
Elizabeth J. Parker 
Tara Lindis Paulson 
Gum Laude 
April Anne Perry 
Summa Gum Laude 
Diane Thi Pham 
Anastasia Marie Pharris-Ciurej 
Magma Gum Laude 
Wanda Christina Pierce 
Matthew Lee Potter 
Rachel Leah Power 
Gail Meyer Powers 
Amy Cathleen Prochnau 
Lisa Maria Puckett 
Debra Leslie Raab 
Magma Cum Laude 
Antony Charles Redinan 
Bachelor of Arts Andrew Thomas Reeves 
Torsten Reinl 
John Edmund Reitz 
Gum laude 
Joshua Isaac Park Reynolds 
Kate Reynolds 
Theadore E. Ripley Jr 
Brian Patrick Roach 
RoseAnne Marie Roach 
Summa Gum Laude 
Linda D. Robins 
Patrick Gene Rolland 
Krista Marie Romano 
Steve G. Rosier 
Gum Laude 
Janice Christine Rust 
Fumi Sakurai 
Sharon Elisabeth Saltarelli 
Visal Sam 
AsherLev T. Santos 
Amy Janette Sarsfield 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sandra Lynn Sather 
Gum Laude 
Peter-Michael Schiemmer 
Amy Maria Schmidt 
Magna Gum Laude 
Kristin Marie Schoos 
Lisa Susan Scott 
Magna Gum Laude 
Kenji Sendo 
Cathryn Jayne Serapion 
Vanessa Kewley Sharp 
Magna Gum Laude 




Elise Lorene Siddell 
Magna Gum Laude 
Jason Scott Sleeth -. 
Stacey Lynn Slott 
Kelli J. Smith 
Brian Leo Sollom 
Kristin Leigh Sorensen 
Magna Gum Laude 
Aimee Elizabeth Souza 
Allison Jacek Spietz 
Mary Shannon Stafford 
Jonathan Dale Standridge 
Hugh Malcolm Stephens 
Michelle Renné Stephens 
Susan Lynn Stokes 
Michael Ray Stroppa 
Yuki Sueyoshi 
Kristine Elizabeth Swanberg 
Alexis Christina Takacs 
Gum Laude 
Shawna Rene Tate 
Alissa Ishjlaki Ted 
Rhonda Thompson 
Michelle Renee Thomsen 
Megan A. Thomson 
Kelly A. Tilford 
Gum Laude 
Eileen Katherine Tobin 
Cynthia Lynne Troiano 
Gum Laude 
Sarah Caroline Ullrich 
Gum Laude 
Joni Suzanne Vanderburg --
Matthew F. Vannoy 
Magna Gum Laude 
Nadine K.A. Victorino 
Amanda Jane Waggoner 
Magna Gum Laude 
Albert Evans Walker III 
Julie Christina Walters 
Kristine Marie Ward 
Magna Gum Laude 
Karin J. Wacanabe 
Alisa Rose Wedemeyer 
Shawn Eric Wehan 
Güdrun Kristine Weihe 
Cornelia E. Weiner 
Summa Gum Laude 
Shannon Michelle Welch 
Erin Marie Weller 
Sarah Arlene Wescott 
Gum Laude 
Mary Alice Whitaker 
Matthew Oliver White 
Summa Cum Laude 
James Marshall Whiting 
Gum Laude 
Jennifer Lynn Wight 
Jean Marie Wilson 
Gum Laude 
Marc Paul Wilson 
Gum Laude 
Scott A. Wilson 
Jennifer A. Winger 
Joelle Marie Winninghoff 
Walter William Winward 
Kevin Raben Wright 
Kimberly Marie Wright 
Francesca Morvarid Yahyavi 
Masaki James Yamada 
Yukinorj Yamada 
Makiko Yamamoto 
Bachelor of Criminal Justice 
Bachelor of Science 
Lucille C. Alexander 
Amanda Elizabeth Reaugh-Buse 
Gum Laude 
John Kenneth Bush II 
Shannon Keanae Chong 
G. Carrel Clark 
Shonese Helene Crawford 
Sea Aguon Cruz 
Julie Marie Dreewes 
Gum Laude 
Erin Kathleen Fleming 
Cum Laude 
Dean Patrick Foster 
Jarnie A. Gardner 
Brenda Irene Allen 
(u,n Laucie 
Traci F. Gaudreau 
Constance A. Goldman 
Keely Marie Hartsough 
Douglas Robert Allen Johnson 
Eric Thomas Johnson 
Lisa Marie Kaplan 
Joshua Stephen Landers 
Christopher Shawn Lane 
Alen Lemajic 
Malcolm Bruce McDonald 
Pamela Ann Merritt 
Salim Nice 
Julie Marie Payne 
Jallyn N. Sualog 
Mac Brown Plecker 
Derek John Sakamoto 
Edwin V. Serquinia 
Todd 0. Soma 
Faaiviivi Tapasa-Siimalevai 
David Allen Toppano 
Kimberly Jo Ward 
Eileen Theresa West 
Colleen Rose Whalen 
Gum Laude 
Cynthia Louise Zeller 
Gum Laude 
Rene Jeneanne Talenti 
Bachelor of Public Lainey C. Alai Malo 	 Paula A. Lamb 
Administration Michelle Sanders Alexander 
	
Summa Gum Laude 
Magna Gum Laude 
	 Thao Phuong Le 
Carmela M. Ennis 	 Kimberly Leggett-Edwards 
Nathan Paul Heuser 
,umma Clan Faude 
Patricia Ann Linehan 
Karen Manzano Serrame 
JoAnn Logan Smith 
'c 	 if 
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School of Nursing 
luth M. Tenoria, PhD. Dean 
Sister Mary Ruth Niehoff Award 
Recipient 
Andrea Michelle Winkel 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating student in the School of Nursing. Selection is based 
upon the students academic achievement, excellence in nursing, and participation in school 
and community activities. The award honors the memory of Sister Mary Ruth, who was dean 
of the School of Nursing from 1955 to 1968. 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 	 Diane K. Aibro Ian LaVerne Gribble e!sun Itartolome Pagurayan Jr. 
/.ariilia Gonzales Almazan 1i' Brenda J. Paul 
Kristine Elizabeth Alvarado Donna Lorraine Griffin Tricia Lena Pennila 
Autumn Marie Antovich 
Cam Laudi' Cory Peppard 
Srrtia Asuncion Anis Aragon William Joseph Griffith Julie A. Rankin 
laude Kimberly Rae Hankinson Cum Lande 
Stephanie Lynn Bakker 
Cam Laude Wendi Susan Roland 
ii.,, i.aucie Lisa Kristine Hart! Elizabeth Glare Roni 
ionikka Joy Bare Cynthia Marie Hathaway Anne Frances Rose 
Laurie Cam Laurie Joanna Ryan 
Kristen L 
	
Bellinghausen Colette Giselle Haviland Liisa M. Sacks 
Sylvia Allison Bernard 
( rim Laudi' 
Sumnia Cam Laurie 
Kiffanie C. Betts Shay Lynn Hillman Kellie L. Sheehan-James 
Ni(-ole M. Bowns 
Cam Laurie 
Gale Kathleen Hurley 
Cam Laurie 
Na ncy Kay Brewster Magna Cam Velda A. Sheridan 
I )ustin J. Bruce Margie Lynn Jessen Ma5na Cam Laurie 
\Xvnona Alleen Burks I,ara Kachanova 
Greta Marie Simonson 
Susan Toledo Cabe Carol Ann Knudsvig 
Susan Marie Sly 
Leann Michelle Cable .'rna Cam Laude Kenna L. Smith 
Gail Paulette Campbell Shannon Antonia Kojis Tracy Lynn Smith 
Laude Ramona K. Koop 
Cum Laurie 
jennifer Ann Campbell Wendy Ann Kruse Jennifer Kristen Sofie 
ihr,,na Gam Laurie . Collis Harlan Lang 
Ma5na Cam !.aude 
Nick! Elaine Chronister Sondra Kathleen Stever Dian Stephanie Larsen Magna Cam Laurie 
Annemarie Correa Gum Laurie James Wilson Stewart 
Katherine Leslie Culberg Eleanor A. [)osono Jennifer Renee Stoll 
Edelyn Trilles Lizardo Cam Laurie 
Steven Wayne Davis 
Marjorie Loforte Shet-nlyn Stone (:cleste Ann Dillard Mary Garnett Madison Robert Alfred Strohl 
Laurel Anne Eastman Cu. Laurie (.um laurie 
(urn Laude Tina McCormack Kathleen Loretta Stroohand 
Dennis Flores Molly Cathenne McGill Desdemona Samson Tamondong 
\Iaureen Denise Fowler Cum Laud.' David Michael Trottman (,Iarissa B. Foy Tina Lin McGuire Aiméc Thérèse Wagonhlast 
Anna Lea Fuentes Patrick Brennan Molloy Victoria Elaine Weise 
'1"(-rri Ann Gartman Cum Laud.'- 
inrnma Cum Laud.' Andrea Kristin Morrow 
Kelly Christine West 
Catherine J. Geahry Gum Laude Candace Elaine Wheeler 
,,rnma cam Laud.' Carlina Garcia Myers 
Cam Laurie 
Dana Nickeon Genaux Christine Falto Ocampo 
Anda Michelle Winkel 
Pafl.c.pa1Ing in cerenuhiri aLibiing!' 
Rita K. Gibbons Eric j. Nelson 
Summa Gum Laud.' 
wends' Masako Yamamoto 
1,111,/i? Slia 0 in 	 !'a'.cua 	 I':idilla 
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School of Science and Engineering 
Kathleen Mailer. PhD, Dean 
Reverend Edmund B. McNulty, SJ, Award 
Recipient 
Anna-Traij, 'I: Nguyen 
John S. Ju Award 
Recipients 
Thomas E. Clark 
Darragb Shane OMahunv 
Awarded to the graduating science student or students who exude the same profound joy and 
wonder at new ideas, curiosity to pursue the unknown, and ability to integrate and apply knowledge 
exhibited by John S. Ju of the class of 1987, whose enthusiasm for learning inspired his peers and 
teachers to use and appreciate their own intellectual talents. 
Bachelor of Arts Yu-Fci Chen 	 Ellen E. Krasniewski 
Melissa A. Cigledy 	 Chris Carter Nunn 
Gabriel Gonzales Guevarra 	 Magna (urn Laudc' 
Brian Lee Huntington 
Magna (;,., [tilde 
Bachelor of Science Abdulmajeed Ahmed Al-Atawi 	 Diane Maria Moore 
Lam Chan 1)ang 	 Summa Gum Laude 
Ellen E. Krasnicwski 	 Emmanuel Mhunva !'kezc 
Bachelor of Science in 
Biochemistry 
Bachelor of Science in Biology 
I)anelle Rae Dahigren 
Curn Laridt 
Angela Lynn Gibson 
Miki Kurimoto 
(.',,p,i taude 
Matthew Thomas McKevitt 
Cielo Isaac Almanza 
Ante S. Banic 
Marc Eric Brackertz 
Carolyn Elise Clark 
Curn laude 
Mark Brian Comnick 
%umma Gum taude 
Anthony John Dc Natale -' 
Marie Therese V. Dimalanta 
Stephanie Ann Earhart 
Jeffery David Evans 
Heather Michèle Hirsh 
Darragh Shane OMahony 
Sunma Cu. Laude 
Teresita Dc Jesus Rand 
Harold M. Storey 
Merideth Michele Wendland 
Magna (.'um Laude 
Vanseatha Ky 
Maj-Britt Cerqueira Llewellyn 
Cielito Lyn Aguada Matias 
Katharine E. McAlister 
John Francis McClean 
Hiromi Nakajima 
Dangtuong Vu Nguyen 
Kelly Michael O'Neal 
Mary Lou Julian Pasion '-
Rency L. Rosales 
Jeffrey Morandarte Sabido 
Terry D. Sesepasara 
Sacha John Tarrant 
Brent Allan Tinnel 
Magna Gum Laude 
Ryan Karl Tuatoo 
Mary Margarette Noval Turla 
Jenna Anne Uhlenkott 
Sarah Anne Wailer 
Gum Laude 
Gary Anthony Wood 
l -4 
	




summa Gum Laude 	 Gum Laude 	 (.uh, /.aude 
Lori Ann Bigler 	 Thai QUOC Nguyen 	 Jennifer Marie Wiing 
Michael Joseph Claus 	 Debra Lynn Sickels 
Bachelor of Science in 	 Sandra Lee Albertsen Layne Shigeo Ilazama Nandez Miller 
Civil Engineering 	 James Robert Allen Magnu Cum Laude Anna-Trang T. Nguyen 
Arthur Jelantik Batuna Cory G. Hitzemann Magna Gum Laude 
Douglas John Carter 
Magna Gum Laude Brenda Sue O'Neill 
Kit Chuan Chan 
Galen Arthur Hon Denise Rae Pirolo 	 -. 
Cindy Dawn Hummel Lisa Marie Richards Kyle Wesley Crate Slagua Gum Laude Marcus Reyes Rivera 
Tamara Bowling Doxtater __ Bryce Ross Jones Haim Strasbourger 
 Magna Gum Laude
1)aniel Jason Eggers David P. Keil Kilin Widjaja 
Daniel Thomas Enrico 
George Ming-Yuan Lu In-Young Yeo 
(urn Laude Joseph Sunshine Maramis Tulong Michael Phillip Hon Fai Young 
Bryce Falkin David Takao Matsumoto 
Gum Laude ("M Lcj,ide 
Bachelor of Science in 	 Abdulmajeed Ahmed Al-Atawi Tony James Giannini Dean Michael l'izzuto 
Computer Science 	 Jasmin B. Arensdorl Thomas A. Graf 
Gum Laude 
Gum Laude Glenn Arthur Henke Robert James Rodgers 
Atila Barlas Gum Laude Jackson Ming-Yi Shih 
Michael Brian Bosland Robert L. Mobbs Andrew M. Smith 
tfagna Gum Laude Daniel Due Nguyen Gum Laude 
Dean Curtis Brandenburg Magdalena C. Pereira Lucas A. Standaert 
Frederic L. Connan Ted Vincent White 
Marisa Adelinc Wilmana 
Bachelor of Science in 	 Elizabeth Mary Anderson Rebecca F. Eliph Staci A .Morinaka 
Diagnostic Ultrasound 	 Christopher Daniel Ashton Stephanie A. Gethmann Kimberly Ann Morris 
Farzaneh Bakhshandeh Kathryn Leigh Graham Ma5na Curn Laude- 
Shaun Robert Bornemeier Katie P. Grannen as-S Tiffany Kaydine Porter 
Sfagna Gum Laude Judith C. Howard 	 - Douglas J. Roberts 
Mary Margaret Bowmer Corinne Keiko Ito Denise Juleen Schuh 
Bridget Anne BulTows Linda Kyoung Kim Komne Lee Skrivseth 
Moonju Choi Michelle Dawn Lasnetske Gum Laude 
Karen Kanju Costa Gum Laude Heather Mane Uptain 
Mary L. Droppelman Ellen Christine Moore 
tlari,. 	 ( up,, Laud,' 
Bachelor of Science in Charles A 	 Adams Nicholas Lawrence Harris Jacob J. Reidt 
Electrical Engineering Magn,a Gum Laude Gum Laude 
,.um Laude 
Mohammed N. Aljasser Jonathan Vea Madamba Ageel Saleh Shaheen 
Manuel Harrison Wei Ta Ang Jr. Gum Laude Philip Harold Stewart Jr. 
Jason Christopher Axley Samer Alfred Mourey Dan Phi Thai 
Gum Laude Elias Rapa Nemr Simon David Yandila 
Michael Brian Bosland Magna Gum Laude Summa Gum Laude 
Magna Gum Laude Tuan Minh Ngo Yun-Liang Yen 
Bueno Mfumu-Mpembe Bueno Abiye Zenebe Nurelegne Scott Adrian Zieharth 
Thne Icca1aurnaie dirern ewrneek,,I Gary Chen Andrew Michael Patzwald .ifak'u 	 ii,,,, fuudr 
'' Cynthia Lucille Gilbert Mag'ia Gum (i' 
Bachelor of Science in 
General Science 
Philip Lawrence Aguada 
Melinda Sue Anderson 
Sean Christopher Blumhoff 
Edward John Borlas 
David Omar Bretney 
Patricia Claire Cawdrey 
Kristina Kieu Che 
Nengsih C. Djafar ' 
Andrew James Phillips Hudson 
Adnane R.I. Kartamihardja 
Jirapon Keokitvon 
Christopher N. Kinney 
Amy Michele Kuchan 
Gum Laurie 
Jenifer-Joan Lauren 
Carol J. Lee 
Melinda Ferrer Mangonon 
Carol Elizabeth Minns 
Heather Tamu Moss 
Ly T. Phan 
David Sobol 
Claude Salim Tozin 
Lauren Serwin Wibmer 
Shauna Christine Yusko 
Bachelor of Science in Michael Brian Bosland 
Mathematics 
,na Gum Laud 
Thomas E. Clark 
Sumn,a L,,,n Laurie 
Catherine Elizabeth Fell 
Henry William Bradbury Fischer 
Bachelor of Science in 
Mechanical Engineering 
Fond Aboulbaghaei 
Raed Ibrahim Bourisli 
Christopher Murphy Brown 
Gum Laurie 
Dustin M. Diemert 
Robert A. Dooley 
Mark C. Flohr 
Brian D. Gillespie 
Gum Laurie 
Glenn Guarjno Flitosis 
Shinichjro Imamura 
Andrew Wayne Moore 
Zachary Aaron Nelson 
John Robert O'Brien 
Magna Gum Laurie 
Stephan Anthony Olsen 
Sereivijth Riem 
Jodi Kathleen Schaaf 
Mark Joseph Stevens 
Lisa Claire Wickwirc 
Romy Widjaja 
Erich Wiener 
Bachelor of Science in Vanessa Pascual Garen 
Medical Technology Keiko Koizunii 
Adam Clyde Burrill 
Tony James Giannini 
Brian D. Gillespie -. 
Cum Laurie 
Jonathan yea Madamba 
Gum Laurie  
Edward G. Sutter Jr. 
Roberto Marucut Tiotuico 
Magna Cum Laurie 
Brian Jay Majeres 
Christian Royal Moses 
Christina A. Scovel 
Connie Marie Socash 
Bachelor of Science 
in Physics 
/$1 	
• ' 	 , ' 	 -'( ,' ' I 
Matteo Ricci College 
Arthur Fisher. PhD, Dean 
Matteo Ricci College Award for Excellence 
Recipieiits 
Dana Marie Allou'ay 
I)arragh Shane O'Mahonr 
Awarded to the student or students who most closely realize the Matteo Ricci College deal: one who 
marvels at the wealth of human experience, yet wonders at its meaning; is open to diverse explanations. yet 
demands critical reflection: acknowledges any truth, yet questions its value and relevance: serves thr 
commun!ty, yet asks whether its values accord with the continuing revelation of the divine to human: 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Humanities 
I )ana Marie Al10 ay 
c,, ynma Cum Laud.' 
Jason Wayne Anderson 
(.um Laud.' 
Lani Aquino Aviado 
Kelly Jon Berger 
Mario August Bianchi 
Sean Christopher Blumhoff 
George Drew Bowids 
Christopher Murphy Brown 
ton Laud.' 
l:Iizabeth Anne Brownell 
Oagna Cum Laud.' 
Andrew Shu Yun Chin 
I urn Laude 
Margaret Tully Czeisler 
turn I.au4e 
(:ynthia Lynn Dortero 
olin W Dunlop 
Irene Villaluna Gianan 
Christine Monique Halpin 
Aubry Ann Hernandez 
Galen Arthur Hon 
Brian Anthony Jolly 
Renée Frances LaPlante 
Ma5na (.urn Laud.' 
DeAnna Jean Martin 
Curn Laud.' 
Darragh Shane OMahony 
Summa Crn Laud.' 
Medby N. Pfeiffer 
Amy Elizabeth Ragsdale 
/.laRna Cu,n Laud.' 
John Edmund Reitz 
Cu. laud.' 
Krista Marie Romano 
AslierLcv I. Siiit( l 
Molly Marjorie Shea 
Elise Lorene Siddell 
Magna Cam Laud.' 
Veronica F. Smith 
Cam Laude 
Allison Jacek Spietz 
Mary Margarette Noval lurla 
Jennifer Pascua Umagat 
Amanda Jane Waggoner 
-ilagna Cum Laud. 
Sarah Anne WaIler 
Cam Laud.' 
Eileen Theresa \Vcsi 
Erich Wiener 
Kimberly Marie Wright 
Tara H. Yogi 
Christopher Dennis Young 
-- 	 / ire I,a alaureale 2t5r(& all ill U 
- Tartir.- ,pating in eefe?nOfll aIthll,l 
I hers )CI-1001 u 
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P 	 1( 
Albers School of Business and Economics 
C. Fredertck DeKay. PhD, Acti,zr Dean 
Paul A. Volpe Award 
Recipiei1 
.41,nee Keuler 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating senior in the Albers School of Business and Economics. 
Selection is based on academic excellence and contributions to the school the university, and the 
community. The award is in memory of Paul A. Volpe, dean of the School of Business from its 
inception in 1945 until 1961. 
Bachelor of Arts in 
Business Administration 
Eileen Christine Acheson 
Lily Amoguis Acierto 
Antonette jocelyn Reyes Aguon 
Mark Frederick Aistrope 
Khalid Ali Al-Ghanim 
Sami Omar Al-Hassan 
Vousif Sami Al-Ibrahim 
Abdu!lah M. Allaralah 
Majed Mohammads AlJarralah 
Waddah jassem M. AlMousa 
.Slagna Curn Laude 
Abdulrahman Saleh Al-Saqabi 
Hamad Musaed At-Sayer 
Mamdoh A. Alolait 
Kimbrell Lee Altman 
Mark William Anderson 
Steffany Anderson 
Shane Masao Arakaki 
Michael L. Ashe 
M. Michelle Aubrey 
Manna Curn Laude 
hell S. Balais 
I Iara Angela Barak Rimba 
qa Cam Laude 
inifer Leslie Batten 
Laude 
cresa Roseann-Marie Bauccio 
hn E. Bauer 
Iuues Tyler Bernstrom 
Cheryl D. Blaylock 
lomoko Yoshida Boerman 
.ilagna Curn Laude 
Darla Jean Boler 
Laura Elaine Brentwood 
Collene J. Brown 
Yenni Budhiwindartj 
Heidi Buer 
Magna Cam linde 
. Justin W. Butler 
Renee Rurnette 
Aaron S. Byers 
Demauri Anne Bymers 
Cam Laude 
Sarah Suzanne Cahan 
Susan Michele Carr 
Crystal Dawn Carter 
Maria Cecilia Ben-is Cayetano 
Manna (urn !.aude 
Barry Manchiu Chan 
Ching-Yee Jenny Chan 
Ka Man Chan 
Ping Yip Chan 
Victoria Chan -. 





Linh Hue Chau 
Linh My Chau 
Chen-Chun Chen 
Chia-Hui Christine Chen 
Tze Chang Anthony Chen 
Mel Sum Sonia Cheung 
Yu-Wei Ivy Chiang 





I-Chin Stephanie Chu 
Danielle Siu Lin Chun 
Joo-Yeon (Jinny) Chung 
David Jesse Coker 
Michael James Colgan -' 
Daniel Clancy Collins 
Susan Corhus 
(jun laurIe 
Brandon Joseph Crawford 
Delfin A. Dace, Jr. 
Rica S.L. de los Reyes 
(urn I.aude 
Jennifer Ocampo Decena 
Yuli Effendy 
Christian David Eide 
Hilarie Marie Encson 
Ana Isabel Esteban-Pardo 
Justin Charles Faires 
Barbara Fawcett 
Irene Oi Ling Fong 
Cathy Lyn Freitas 
Marcie Rene Friel-Seott 
Maryeugenie Enriquez Galvez 
Daniel Carlos Garcia 
Eamon Kevin Gavin 
Shannon Dyan Glassman 
Magna Cum Laude 





Anna Liza D. Guillermo 
Magna Cum Laude 
Bernanto Indra Gunadi 
Yunka Ineke Gunadi 
Juliana Gunawan 
Moelyadi Halim 
Gwen LeAnn Hall 
Gum Laude 
Robin Georgette Hall 
Gum J.aude 
Scott Wendell Hamlin 
Sunny Hanafi 
Brian Richard Hannah 
William James Harrold 
Semiiava Hartanto 
21 
Bachelor of Arts in Tajahi Hase Julie Christine Leary Ricky Liong 
Business Administration Torgeir Hatletveit SummaGum [aside Krjstje Alana Rozejl-Patrkk 
((r;t/r1ued, Gum [aside Cara Anne Lcdbetter Michael Alexander Rush 
Faith Hawkins 	 - Alex Robert Tok Lee James Mariano Russo III 
steven Dean Haworth Jessica Joy Lee 
Johanna G. Henostroza Malin Lekhakul John Dean Salarnanca 
Margaret Jill Henrikson Hendry LeO Sheri Ann Salvador 
[aside Ping Li I Edwin Samuel 
Paxton Sherric Henry Jessie Yaling Lin Annette Lea Dm10 Santos 
William H. Higbee Tom Chih Lin Gum Laude 
(um Laside Kelly Christopher Lind Paulina Sarendatu 
David Anthony Hill Jr. Liu Chun-Hsien Kenneth Daniel Schell 
('tim [aside 
Rachel Yi-Chi Liu Gum [aside 
.leffrey Chak-Kie Ho Scott Richard Lloyd Michael J. Schultz 
Rebecca Ho Joanne Kuei-Fen Lu Gum [aside 
S4aRna Gum [aside 
Daniel Thomas Robinson K. Lenore Scott Sean M. Honda r 
Mahoney Ryan Michael Seal 
Ching-Hui Constance Hsu MaRna Gum [aside Heather Marie Seeley 
Pai-Feng Hsu Todd C. Mahoney (.usm [aside 
Allison Huang Sina Mam Florence Sendjaja 
Thomas William Huff Imelda Novita Manua Roberta L. Setter 
Arief D. Hujaya Gum [aside Paul James Shaffer 
Joan P. Humphreys Teresa Marie Mastandrea Samma Gum [aside 
tumma Gum Laude Udin Matio - Kaoru Shukuya 
Samuel Hutabarat Kelly Ann McCarroll David Edward Skillin 
Trang Huynh I Michelle Renee McCarthy Gum [aside 
Toshiko Ikawa Naomi M. McCoy Slamet 
tiana Gum Laurie 
Kayleen Patrice McGinley James E. Smith Jr. 
Toshiharu Ikeda 
Richard William Miller Leslie A. Smith 
Mutsuki Inomata Jaimee Paulette Milton Melanie Marie Smith 
Sandy irawan Magna Gum Laude Gum Laude 
Dianne Wheeler Irwin Robert Anthony Monahan -' Stephen Frank Smith 
Yohei Iwasa Sharee Muhammaddin Steven Richard Smith 
Ambareen Fatima Jaddi Jemmy Nahawi 
Gum [aside 
Wibisono Jadhisno Rie Nakajima Suni Sommers Smith 
Fui Djian Jie Wossene Fassil Nessihou 
Magna Gum [aside 
Enie Soeharsono 
Rebecca Lynn Johnson Kristina Marlene Newcomb Alexandra Maria Soukas Gum [aside 
Kyle Ngo Magna Gum [aside 
Michael A. Jones Juliana Oei Kimberly Michelle Spanier 
Hermanto Joyowidarbo Tow Okamoto Alfred Sugianto 
Meet Lw Juang Michael James Olsen Suhandi 
Rodriguez V. Kadharusman 
Michelle Rene Olson Suyono Sumohadiwidjojo 
Yoshiki Kakimoto 
Yvonne Tue-Tinh Ong Huei-Wen Sung 
e. Neal Kennedy Jong-Woo Park Henry Surya (.um Laurie 
Margaret Aimee Keuler Samantha Pate 	 - Shinta Suryatanty 
Srimma Gum Laurie Ann Preston Perkins Yenny Suryawijaya - 
Harry Khoe Surya Ricki Susanne Peterson Ayako Suzuki 
Claudia Kim (Turn [aside Gabor Szuszics 
Matthew Kimball Khoi D. Pham Quang-Dat Trong Than 
Akiko Kimura Thanh-Thuy Pham Denice Lynn Thurston 
Jennifer Christine Iclasey Jeslyn Wai Ling Phang Gum [aside 
Andrey Korchmnskiy Kellie Lynn Phillips Julius Cesar Somers Tiangson II 
Nana Koswara Pawel Piotr Pietrzak Maureen Tjokro - 
Magna Gum [aside Maciek Rafal Pietrzyk Douglas Standie Tompson 
John Andrew Kraski Aitor Pina Ka leng Tong 
.Summa Gum [aside Prance Sirhiwongpeng Poyns Melissa Tilani Legalley Tosh 
Sherly Kunawan Jennifer Susan Probala Amit Pravin Trivedi 
Menlee Marie Kunkle -' William Charles Prust Fiona Pei-Chi Tsao 
Jane Kurniawan 	 ' Eric C. Quamstrom Shu-Chuan Tseng 
Maggie Wal-Man Lai E. Dianne Ramsey Myshile-Lee Bellarin Tuhig 
/u'. 	 ba,,ri/aui ?'ecite cit'S rec".' UticA,, it'd 
&CcaiaU,m 	 awarded Three 	 Me d rem Elizabeth D. LaMoreaux Paul J. Reed Uemura Hideaki 
Alethiea H. Landos Maxine Florence Reigel Jennifer Pascua Umagat 
Gum [aside Magna Gum Laude Kazushige Umehars 
Joshua Edward Langdon Jennifer L. Riccardi Terrence Floresca Uy 
Indriaty Latief 
Bachelor of Arts in 
Business Administration 
Ion-Marc Valahu 
Heidi L. Vanderlaan 
Catherine G. van der Linden 
ila5na Curn LauJe 
Vutthichai Vangtal 
Diego J. Vitelli 
Imelda Like Wahju 
Holly Marion Wallis 
Rhonda Marie Warnke 
Jason Todd Watson 
Clinton D. Webb 
Curn laude 
Erjn Jeanne Westerfielci 
Romy Widjaja 
Illyana Wijaya 




Magna Cum Laude 
I-long W. Woo 
I-lu i-Tzu Ivy Yang 
Brian Sik To Young 
Faron J. Young 
Yick Huen Yu 
Jaewoong Yun 
Bachelor of Arts in Economics Azreen T.R. Aznan 
Robert Glen Bates 
Mario August Bianchi 
Randall Joseph Bremgartner 
Magna Cum Laud. 
Christopher Michael Dorling 
.%iagna Cuni Laude 
ohn W. Dunlop 
Maki Fujita 




Marc Paul Wilson 
Cu,,, Laude 




7ullisse fun rdock. I'hD. Program 4dm in isfra(or 
Bachelor of Arts 
	 Kelly I)awn Garrett 
Theresa Marie Howell 
Kevin L. Kane 
(. urn Laude 
Zackary Aaron Pinis 
Lorna M. Proctor 
Kathryn G. Stansell 
Tasha Rosemary Wyatt 
fenniter Sue Zehndcr 
Ihr.' lxMca1agnuW kints au itt/i 
' TNLVERSITY 
GOVERNANCE 
Board of Trustees John W. Ellis. 
Chairman of the Board 
Chairman (ret.), Pugel Sound Power 
and light Company 
Genevieve Albers 
Sealti,, Wasb,ngton 
Fohn W. Clark, Sj. 
Pro,'ost. University of San Francisco 
Gerald Cobb, S.J. 
4cr iate Professor of English, Seattle Universit 
John D. Durbin 
(li i mpic Capital Partners 
James D. Dwyer 
President. Sound Floor Coverings, Inc 
Theodore J. Collins 
Vice President, General Counsel, The Boeing 
Company 
Peter B. Ely, S.J. 
Pre.,,denl Roi'bhjsrst College 
Patrick M. Fahey 
Chairman. President and CEO 
Pacific /iorthwest Bank 
Joseph M. Gaffney 
Attorney at law. Footer Pepper & Shefeiman 
John C. Getzelman 
President and CEO. Communus Bank 
Steven W. Hooper 
President, OneComm 
Rhoady Lee Jr. 
Lakeside Industries 
John A. McMillan 
Co-chairman. Nordstrom 
Charles H. Mitchell 
President. Seattle Central Comm uniti' College 
Robert D. O'Brien 
Seattle. WA 
James C. Pigott 
Preoident,M H & . 0 
Judith M. Runstad 
Managing Director. Foster Pepper & Shefetman 
James D. Sinegal 
President and CEO, Costco Wholesale 
Cynthia Sonstelie 
Seattle. Washington 
Robert J. Spitzer, S.J. 
Associate Professor of Philosophy, Seattle University 
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J. 
(ex officio) 
President Designate, Seattte l/nu'ers,ty 
L. John Topel, S.J. 
Cbair. Catholic Tradition, Seattle University 
Daniel C. Weber, S.J. 
.Sellarmine Preparatory School 
Ann Wyckoff 
leattle. Washington 
Board of Regents Carolyn S. Kelly, Chair 
General Manager. Seattle Times 
Patrick Brady, Major General 
US Army Ret. 
Citizens Flag Alliance, Sumner, WA 
Robert M. Braukus 
General Manager. Puget Sound energy. Kent. WA 
Julia L. Calhoun 
Owner, Laurel Gifts 
Terrence A. Carroll 
Srliiter, Judicial Arbitration & Mediation Services 
Paul T. Chiles 
President, Chiles & Lampany, Inc, 
 
Martha C. Choe 
Council Member. Seattle City Council 
Dennis J. Colleran 
Senior VP Finance/CPO, Agripac. Inc. 
Salem. OR 
Joseph R. Curtis, Emeritus 
!lainbridge Island. WA 
Ralph M. Davis, Emeritus 
Bellevue. WA 
Michael E. Dennehy 
Senior Vise President, Prudential 
Securities, Inc. 
James J. Dykeman (Ex Officio) 
President. Management Recruiters oJMercer Island 
Anne V. Farrell 
Ii'imdent, The .S'aaule Foundation 
Theresa M. Gallant 
Seattle. WA 
James F. Henriot 
,Itiorney, Of Coun.tel, Eisenhower & carbon. 
Tacoma, WA 
Walter T. Hubbard, Jr. 
Administratwe Director, Odessa Brown Children 
Clinic 
Dianne W. Irwin 
Fundraiser. (I Dea High School, 
Seattle. WA 
D. John Jolly 
Edmonels WA 
David F. Jones 
Harvey Jones Co. Friday Harbor, WA 
Hon. Richard A. Jones 
Superior Court Judge, King Counts Court 
Kenyon P. Kellogg 
Attorney. Lane Powell Spears Luberoks' 
Colleen M. Kinerk 
Attorney, table. Langenbach. Henry Watkins & 
Kin erk 





Diversity Manager. Microsoft Corporation 
Troy R. Mathern (Ex-Officio) 
President. ASSIJ. Seattle l.niversi(t' 
Lawrence H. McDonald 
President & CEO, Seattle Coffee Holdings Inc. 
Gordon A. McHeni-y, Jr., 
Vice Chair 
Director. Airline Industry Analysis Group, 
The Boeing Company 
Michael M. McHugh 
Proprietor, Nick McHugh's Reslesierants 
Dorene M. McTigue 
Owner, Pagliacci Corporation 
Jody Mullally 
Seattle, WA 
Dan W. Murphy 
President. Central Pre.Mix Concrele, Spokane, WA 
Stephen F. Norman 
President, BMW Seattle 
Patrick B. O'Leary, S.J. 
Assistant to the President for Jesuit Idenlity, 
Seattle University 
Joseph Pehanick 
President, East Bay Tire Company. Fairfield. Ci 
Robert A. Ratliffe 
Vice President, Eagle River, Inc. 
Charles E. Riley 
&ecuI,,'e tire Prs,,IenI I - , 0 Bank of Wa.cbintI,,,,  
Thomas W. Roach 
Attorney. Roach Lao. Office.,. P.S. 
Pascs. WA 
Stuart T. Rolfe 
chairman of the BsarstiCES'l Space Needle 
Corporation 
Mary Ann Sauvage 
Seattle. WA 
Michael J. Schreck 
Senior Vice President. CR Commercial 
Charles J. Schulcr 
President. American Built Cabinets, Inc 
Salem. OR 
Nick G. Tarlson 
C.P.A Owner, Tarlsoo & Associates, 
San Francisco, CA 
Very Reverend George L. 
Thomas 
Vicar General/Vicar for ,-$liniosr,e., 
Archdiocese of Seattle 
Kip J. Toner 
President. Kip Toner Bene/it Auctions 
Ruth A. Tressel (Ex Officio) 
Attorney, Preston Gates and Ellis 
Peter B. Truex 
Senior Vice Prioldent 6 District Manager. 
Grubb and Rilis 
Geoffrey P. Vernon 
President/CEO. Vernon Publication, Inc. 
Arthur WahI 
President, Wabl & Associates. Inc. 
John R. Walsh, Jr. 
Partner. Walsh & Associates 
William M. Weisfield 
Chief Operating Officer. Northern Capital 
Frederic S. Weiss 
President, The Weiss Company 
Michael P. Wilson 
President/CEO. Sedgwicb James. Inc. 
Martha Wyckoff-Byrne 
Trust for Public Land. Seattle, WA 
University Administration John D. Eshelman, PhD 
Acting President 
Jerry A. Viscione, PhD 
Acting Provost 
Edward J. Jennerich. PhD 
Associate Provost, Academic Adm ingot ratio,, 
Dean of the Graduate Scóool 
Fullisse (Toni) Murdock, PhD 
ooc,ate Provost. Programs and Planning 
linda N. Hanson, MA 
,,e President. LJniie,xiIy Relations 
[)enis S. Ransmeier, MBA, MEd 
ice President. Finance and Admgnistralion 
Henry F. Durand, PhD 
Ice President. Student Development 
Leonard D. Beil, MBA, Edi) 
Executive Assistant to the President 
James Bond, SJD 
Dean. School of law 
Sue A. Schmitt, EdD 
Dean. Schoot of Education 
Loretta Jancoski, Phi) 
(lea,, Schoot of Theology and M,,,,ot,, 
Kathleen Mailer, Phi) 
(lean. School a/Science and Engineering 
Rev. Stephen C. Rowan Phi) 
Dean. College of Arts and Sciences 
Arthur L. Fisher, PhD 
(lean. Mattes Ricci College 
Luth M. Tenorio, PhD 
DeaO, School 01 Nursing 
C. Frederick DeKay, PhD 





Sciences 	 Master's 4 	 Candidates 
H Businessand 
Economics 
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